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Abstract 

Vector quantizer block requires additional hardware resources, it was demonstrated that the codebook generated by coding the 

residual block makes the image codec more robust. This efficient algorithm is mainly based on flipping technique. First, a three 

level DWT is performed on the original image resulting in ten separate sub bands. These sub bands are then vector quantized. 

To implement a hardware efficient and modular architecture with a very simple control path this proposed method is presented. 

To minimize the critical path to one multiplier delay and to achieve 100% hardware utilization efficiency, the serial operation is 

optimized using parallel computation in advance with pipeline operation of independent path. This algorithm uses only five 

transposition register and it is repeatable architecture. Data path can be reduced to six multipliers and eight adders by folding 

this architecture without affecting the critical path. 
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1.  Introduction  

Data compression techniques will continue to be a design challenge for future communication systems and advanced 
multimedia applications. The data compression algorithms can be broadly divided into two categories: lossless and lossy. 
Generally, lossless data compression techniques are applied to text data or scientific data. The discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT) is being increasingly used for image coding. It is due to the fact that DWT contributes superior features such as 
progressive image transmission by resolution or by quality. In the recent works, lifting scheme is popularly used for DWT 
leads to speed up and a fewer computation compared to classical convolution method. Swelden [1] derived the lifting 
based DWT to reduce complex operations. Recently, numerous VLSI architectures for the 2D DWT have been proposed 
to meet the requirements of real time processing. The design of DWT in practical systems has few issues. First, the 
complexity of wavelet transform is many times higher than that of discrete cosine transform (DCT). Second, DWT needs 
additional memory for storing the computation results.  Furthermore, for real time image compression, DWT has to 
process large amount of data at faster speeds. Software implementation of DWT compression offers flexibility for 
manipulation but it does not meet few timing constraints. Hardware design of DWT, however, also has some issues. The 
important difficulty among them is high cost of hardware implementation of DWT. This paper proposes high performance 
architecture for image compression which is based on the frequency domain representation. The proposed architecture is 
developed using VHDL and has been tested for various still images. 

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section two sketch the Discrete wavelet transform ; Section three illustrate the 
Modified lifting DWT scheme , Section four the proposed structure and analyze the VQ structure; Section five the 
experiment result; Section six the conclusion and research direction in the future. 

 

Discrete wavelet Transform 

Classical DWT architectures are based on convolution method [2][3]. Then the next generations DWTs are based on 
lifting algorithms. Compared with convolution method, lifting based [4] architectures require lesser computation 
complexity and also requires less memory. Direct implementation of these algorithms to hardware leads to relatively long 
data path and less efficiency.  Several architectures based on the lifting scheme have been developed. An efficient folded 
architecture with less hardware complexity has been discussed by Liu et al [5]. Mohanty et al.[6] have been proposed a 
generic convolution based DWT with increased throughput. The proposed structure does not involve frame memory and 
only uses line memory. The major drawback of this structure involves more multipliers. A modified lifting algorithm have 
been proposed by Zhang et al,[7 ] which recombines the intermediate results and reduces the number of pipelining stages. 
As a result, the numbers of registers are reduced to 18 without increasing the critical path. The main drawback of this 
system is, it could not extended for multiwavelet. An efficient fast 2D DWT architecture have been proposed by Xiong et 
al [8]. This fast architecture introduced low hardware control complexity. A dual mode lifting DWT architecture was 
developed by Wu et al [9]., provides low transpose memory with reduced speed. 

2. Modified Lifting Discrete Wavelet transform 

The mathematical design steps for the hardware implementation of 9/7 lifting based DWT are explained by the 
following equations. The input sequence xi is splitted in to even and odd components known as si

0 and di
0 respectively. 

Then lifting steps are performed over the splitted components and produces the output parts such as si
n and di

n, where n=1, 
2. Finally, through the normalization factors K1 and K2, the low pass and hirgh pass coefficients si and di are obtained. 

(i) Splitting step 
Odd component:  di0=x2i+1 (1) 
Even component: si0=x2i(2) 
(ii) Lifting step 
First lifting step 
Prediction: di1= di0+α x (si0+ si+10) (3) 
Updation: si1= si0+β x (di-11+di1) (4) 
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